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IntroductionIntroduction

Particle physics          ultimate constituents Particle physics          ultimate constituents 
of matter and the fundamental interactionsof matter and the fundamental interactions
Experiments have revealed whole families Experiments have revealed whole families 
of shortof short--lived particleslived particles
Molecular hypothesis and the Molecular hypothesis and the 
development of chemistry.development of chemistry.
Most scientist accepted        matter  Most scientist accepted        matter  
aggregates of atoms.aggregates of atoms.



Radioactivity and the analysis of low energy Radioactivity and the analysis of low energy 
scattering             scattering             atomsatoms have have structurestructure..
Mass was Mass was concentratedconcentrated in dense in dense nucleusnucleus
surrounded by cloud of surrounded by cloud of electronselectrons..
The discovery of The discovery of neutronneutron -- 1930 1930 
Geiger tubes and cloud chambers          Geiger tubes and cloud chambers          
properties of cosmic ray particles.properties of cosmic ray particles.
The modern discipline of The modern discipline of particle physicsparticle physics
high energy high energy nuclear physicsnuclear physics + + cosmic ray cosmic ray 
physicsphysics



Particles and InteractionsParticles and Interactions

Four interactions and their approximated Four interactions and their approximated 
strength at 10strength at 10--1818 cm arecm are
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Hundreds of new particles have been Hundreds of new particles have been 
discovered discovered 
Tried to group them into families with similar Tried to group them into families with similar 
characteristics.characteristics.
LeptonsLeptons do do notnot obey obey strongstrong interaction.interaction.
HadronsHadrons obey obey strongstrong interactions.interactions.
Hadrons are of two types: Hadrons are of two types: 
BaryonsBaryons ½½ integral spin,integral spin,
MesonsMesons integral spin integral spin 



ProtonsProtons
NeutronsNeutrons
Prof. SalamProf. Salam’’ss weak neutral currentsweak neutral currents
Bubble chamberBubble chamber
ResonancesResonances
Resonances can decay via strong interactions Resonances can decay via strong interactions 
and thus have lifetime of 10and thus have lifetime of 10--2323 secsec
AntimatterAntimatter
Gauge bosons        Gauge bosons        



Detectors Detectors 

Piece of equipment for discovering the presence Piece of equipment for discovering the presence 
of something, such as metal, smoke etcof something, such as metal, smoke etc
Particle detectors are extensions of our senses: Particle detectors are extensions of our senses: 
make particle            visible to human sensesmake particle            visible to human senses
How particles interact with matter ?How particles interact with matter ?
The properties of the detectors used to measure The properties of the detectors used to measure 
these interactionsthese interactions
Fundamental considerations involved in Fundamental considerations involved in 
designing  a particle physics experiment.designing  a particle physics experiment.



ChargeCharge
MassMass
SpinSpin
Magnetic momentMagnetic moment
Life timeLife time
Branching ratiosBranching ratios



TrackingTracking
Momentum analysisMomentum analysis
Neutral particle detectionNeutral particle detection
Particle identificationParticle identification
TriggeringTriggering
Data acquisitionData acquisition



Alpha decayAlpha decay

Radioactive decayRadioactive decay
Particle trapped in a Particle trapped in a 
potential well by potential well by 
nucleusnucleus
Fundamentally Fundamentally quantum quantum 
tunnelingtunneling processprocess
Transition between Transition between 
nucleus levelsnucleus levels
A A 5 5 MeVMeV αα--particleparticle
travels at travels at 101077 m/sm/s
Short range, Short range, 33--4 cm4 cm in in 
airair

( ) ( ) α+−−→ 4,2, AZAZ



Beta decayBeta decay

Radioactive decayRadioactive decay
Fast electronsFast electrons
Weak interaction Weak interaction 
decay of neutron or decay of neutron or 
protonproton
ContinuousContinuous energy energy 
spectrum, ranges from spectrum, ranges from 
few few keVkeV to to few tens of few tens of 
MeVMeV

−− ++→ υepn

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Beta_Negative_Decay.svg


Electron captureElectron capture

ββ+ decay cannot occur in isolation+ decay cannot occur in isolation
Proton rich nuclei may also transform Proton rich nuclei may also transform 
themselves via capture of an electron from themselves via capture of an electron from 
one of the atomic orbitalsone of the atomic orbitals
Accompanied by electron capture processAccompanied by electron capture process

Leaves hole, another atomic electron fillsLeaves hole, another atomic electron fills
Emission of Emission of characteristic xcharacteristic x--rayray or or auger auger 
electronselectrons

υ+→++ − nepenergy



Auger ElectronsAuger Electrons

An excitation        in the electron shell     An excitation        in the electron shell     
transferred         atomic electron rather than to a transferred         atomic electron rather than to a 
characteristic xcharacteristic x--rayray
This occurs after electronThis occurs after electron--capturecapture
Second ejected electron         Second ejected electron         Auger electronAuger electron
MonoenergeticMonoenergetic energy spectrumenergy spectrum
Energy not more than Energy not more than few few keVkeV
Susceptible to selfSusceptible to self--absorptionabsorption



Gamma EmissionGamma Emission

Nucleus has discrete energy levelsNucleus has discrete energy levels
Transition between these levels by Transition between these levels by 
electromagnetic radiationselectromagnetic radiations
Photon energy ranges Photon energy ranges keVkeV--MeVMeV
Characterize high binding energyCharacterize high binding energy

raysraysγ



Annihilation RadiationAnnihilation Radiation

Annihilation of positronsAnnihilation of positrons
irradiate absorbing materialirradiate absorbing material

Positron will annihilate with the absorber Positron will annihilate with the absorber 
electron to produce two photonselectron to produce two photons
Photons          opposite directionPhotons          opposite direction

Na22



Internal ConversionInternal Conversion
Nuclear excitation energy is directly Nuclear excitation energy is directly 
transferred to an atomic electron rather than transferred to an atomic electron rather than 
emitting a photonemitting a photon
ElectronElectron K.EK.E = excitation energy = excitation energy –– atomic atomic 
B.EB.E
Electrons Electrons monoenergeticmonoenergetic
Same energy as         raysSame energy as         rays
Few Few hunderedhundered keVkeV to to few few MeVMeV
Mostly kMostly k--shell electrons ejectedshell electrons ejected
Nuclear source of Nuclear source of monoenergeticmonoenergetic electronselectrons
Used for calibration purposeUsed for calibration purpose

γ



Scattering Cross sectionScattering Cross section

Gives a measure of Gives a measure of 
probability  for a probability  for a 
reaction to occurreaction to occur
Calculated in the form Calculated in the form 
of basic interaction of basic interaction 
between the particles.between the particles.
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Energy loss by atomic collisionsEnergy loss by atomic collisions

Two principal features           passage of Two principal features           passage of 
charged particle through mattercharged particle through matter
11-- a a loss of energyloss of energy by particleby particle
22-- a a deflectiondeflection of the particle from its of the particle from its 
incident directionincident direction..



These effects         results of two These effects         results of two 
processesprocesses
InelasticInelastic collisions         collisions         atomicatomic electronselectrons
ElasticElastic scattering from scattering from nucleinuclei
Other process         Other process         CherenkovCherenkov radiation,radiation,

nuclear reactionnuclear reaction
bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung



Inelastic collisions        almost solely responsibleInelastic collisions        almost solely responsible
In these collisions In these collisions ((δδ = 10= 10--1717 –– 1010--1616 cmcm22)), energy , energy 
is transferred       particle to the atom causing an is transferred       particle to the atom causing an 
ionizationionization or or excitationexcitation
The amount transferred in The amount transferred in each collisioneach collision is very is very 
small fractionsmall fraction of the particle K.Eof the particle K.E
Large number of collisions per unit path lengthLarge number of collisions per unit path length
Substantial Substantial cumulative energycumulative energy loss is observed.  loss is observed.  



Soft collisions         Soft collisions         excitationexcitation
Hard collisions         Hard collisions         ionizationionization

--rays or knockrays or knock--on electronson electrons
Inelastic collisions          statistical in nature, their Inelastic collisions          statistical in nature, their 
number per macroscopic  path length largenumber per macroscopic  path length large
Elastic scattering from nuclei        not as often as Elastic scattering from nuclei        not as often as 
atomic collisionsatomic collisions
Average energy loss per unit path lengthAverage energy loss per unit path length
Stopping powerStopping power or or 

δ

dx
dE



Bohr formula Bohr formula –– Classical caseClassical case
Heavy particle with charge Heavy particle with charge zeze,M,M and and v
Calculations           impact parameter
Electron is free and at initially at rest
Inicident particle           undeviated
Bohr formula good for heavy particles
Breaks for light particles, because of quantum 
effects not contain electronic coll. lossnot contain electronic coll. loss
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The BetheThe Bethe--Bloch FormulaBloch Formula
The The energy transferenergy transfer is parameterized in terms is parameterized in terms 
of of momentum transfermomentum transfer rather than impact rather than impact 
parameter.parameter.
Momentum transfer is Momentum transfer is measureablemeasureable quantityquantity
Impact parameter is not measureableImpact parameter is not measureable
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Classical electron radiusClassical electron radius
Electron massElectron mass
AvogadroAvogadro’’s numbers number
Mean excitation potentialMean excitation potential
Atomic number of absorbing materialAtomic number of absorbing material
Atomic weight of absorbing materialAtomic weight of absorbing material
Density of absorbing materialDensity of absorbing material
Charge of incident particleCharge of incident particle
v/cv/c of incident particleof incident particle
Density correctionDensity correction
Shell correctionShell correction
Maximum energy transfer in one collisionMaximum energy transfer in one collision
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Density effectDensity effect
Electric field of particle        polarize atoms Electric field of particle        polarize atoms 
Electrons far from particle        shielded from full Electrons far from particle        shielded from full 
electric field intensityelectric field intensity
Collisions with these outer       contribute less        Collisions with these outer       contribute less        
total energy loss than predictedtotal energy loss than predicted
Energy increases        velocity increases radius Energy increases        velocity increases radius 
over which integration        increasesover which integration        increases
Distant collisions        contribute moreDistant collisions        contribute more
This effect        depends on density        This effect        depends on density        densitydensity
effecteffect



Shell correctionShell correction
Shell correction accounts        velocity of particle       Shell correction accounts        velocity of particle       
comparable or smaller        orbital velocity of comparable or smaller        orbital velocity of 
electronelectron
At such energies assumption         electron At such energies assumption         electron 
stationary         not validstationary         not valid
BetheBethe--BlochBloch formula formula breaksbreaks downdown
The correction is generally smallThe correction is generally small
Other corrections also existOther corrections also exist



Comparison ob Bethe-Bloch 
formula, with and without 
density and shell correction 
function



Energy dependence of  Energy dependence of  
At nonAt non--relativistic energies       is dominated by   relativistic energies       is dominated by   
Decreases with increase of velocity until Decreases with increase of velocity until 0.96c0.96c
Minimum ionizingMinimum ionizing
Below the minimum ionizing each particle exhibits its Below the minimum ionizing each particle exhibits its 
own curveown curve
This characteristic is used to identify the particleThis characteristic is used to identify the particle
At low energy region the BetheAt low energy region the Bethe--blochbloch formula formula 
breaksdownbreaksdown
Energy beyond Energy beyond 0.96c               0.96c               almost constantalmost constant

rises         logarithmic dependencerises         logarithmic dependence
Relativistic rise          cancelled by density correctionRelativistic rise          cancelled by density correction
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The stopping power dE/dx as function of 
energy for different particles

Bragg curve. Variation of dE/dx as 
function of penetration length. Particle is 
more ionizing towards the end of path

more ionization

Minimum ionizing



At low velocity         comparable          velocity At low velocity         comparable          velocity 
of orbital electronof orbital electron

reaches a maximum           reaches a maximum           drops sharplydrops sharply
again.again.
No. of complicated effects          appearNo. of complicated effects          appear
Tendency of the particle          pickup electrons Tendency of the particle          pickup electrons 
for part of the timefor part of the time
Lowers        effective charge         lowers Lowers        effective charge         lowers 
Heavy particleHeavy particle energy deposition per unit energy deposition per unit 
path length         path length         less at beginning         more at less at beginning         more at 
endend
Bragg curveBragg curve

dx
dE

dx
dE



ChannelingChanneling
Materials         spatially Materials         spatially 
symmetric atomic structures.symmetric atomic structures.
Particle is incident at angles Particle is incident at angles 
less than some critical angle less than some critical angle 
with respect to a symmetry with respect to a symmetry 
axis of the crystal.axis of the crystal.
Critical angleCritical angle
Particle         a series of Particle         a series of 
correlated small angle correlated small angle 
scatteringsscatterings
Slowly oscillating trajectorySlowly oscillating trajectory γβ1670

0 AdzZa
c =Φ

Critical angle

Schematic diagram of 
scattering. Particle suffers a 
series of correlated scatterings 



RangeRange

How far penetrate          before lose all of their How far penetrate          before lose all of their 
energy ?              Rangeenergy ?              Range
Range depends            material, particle        Range depends            material, particle        
their energy.their energy.
How           calculate rangeHow           calculate range
Beam of desired energy        different thicknessBeam of desired energy        different thickness
Ratio            transmitted to incidentRatio            transmitted to incident
RangeRange--number distance curvenumber distance curve
Range approached           ratio drops. Range approached           ratio drops. 
The curve does not drop immediately to The curve does not drop immediately to 
background level. background level. 
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The curve slopes down           certain spread of The curve slopes down           certain spread of 
thicknessthickness
Energy loss        not continuous,        statistical in Energy loss        not continuous,        statistical in 
nature.nature.
Two Two identicalidentical particles with same particles with same initial energyinitial energy
will will notnot suffer the suffer the same numbersame number of collisions.of collisions.
A measurement          ensemble of identical A measurement          ensemble of identical 
particles,         particles,         statistical distribution of rangesstatistical distribution of ranges
centered about some mean value.centered about some mean value.
Mean range         roughly half particles absorbedMean range         roughly half particles absorbed



This phenomenon         This phenomenon         range stragglingrange straggling
Exact range        all particles absorbedExact range        all particles absorbed
TangentTangent to the curve          at to the curve          at midpoint       midpoint       
extrapolating to zero levelextrapolating to zero level
This value          extrapolated or This value          extrapolated or practical rangepractical range

Mean rangeMean range
Multiple scattering          small        heavy particleMultiple scattering          small        heavy particle
SemiSemi--empirical formulaempirical formula
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Energy loss of electrons and Energy loss of electrons and 
positronspositrons

Collision lossCollision loss
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

ElectronElectron--electron electron bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung
Critical energyCritical energy
Radiation lengthRadiation length
Range of electronsRange of electrons
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Collision lossCollision loss
Basic mechanism of collision loss valid for 
electrons and positrons
Bethe-Bloch formula         modification
Two reasons
Assumption small mass          remains undeflected

invalid
indistinguishability

Allowable energy transfer term 2max
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BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung
Small contribution          few Small contribution          few MeVMeV or lessor less
At 10At 10’’s of s of MeVMeV, radiation loss         comparable , radiation loss         comparable 
or greater than collision lossor greater than collision loss
Dominant energy loss mechanism       for high Dominant energy loss mechanism       for high 
energy electrons        energy electrons        electromagnetic radiationelectromagnetic radiation
Synchrotron radiationSynchrotron radiation circular accelerationcircular acceleration
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung motion through mattermotion through matter
BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung crosscross--section          inverse section          inverse 
square of particle masssquare of particle mass
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ElectronElectron--electron electron bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung
EE--E E bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung arises from field of arises from field of 
atomic electronsatomic electrons
Critical energyCritical energy
Above this Above this enrgyenrgy radiatradiat. loss        dominate . loss        dominate 
collisioncollision--ionization lossionization loss
Radiation lengthRadiation length distance over which distance over which 
electron energy is reduced by electron energy is reduced by 1/e1/e due to due to 
radiation lossradiation loss
Range of electrons    different from cal.Range of electrons    different from cal.
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Radiation loss vs
collision loss for 
electrons in copper. 

For electron

For proton



Multiple Coulomb ScatteringMultiple Coulomb Scattering
Charged particles          repeated elastic Charged particles          repeated elastic 
scattering from nucleiscattering from nuclei
Small probability Small probability 

dependence           small angular dependence           small angular 
deflectionsdeflections
Small energy transfer           negligibleSmall energy transfer           negligible
Resultant         zigzag pathResultant         zigzag path
Cumulative effect is Cumulative effect is net deflectionnet deflection
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Single scatteringSingle scattering
Thin absorber             small prob. of more than Thin absorber             small prob. of more than 
one coulomb scatteringone coulomb scattering
Rutherford formula          validRutherford formula          valid
Plural scatteringPlural scattering
Average number of scattering < 20Average number of scattering < 20
Neither          simple R.F nor statistical method Neither          simple R.F nor statistical method 
validvalid



Multiple scatteringMultiple scattering
Average number of scattering > 20Average number of scattering > 20
Small energy lossSmall energy loss
Statistical method      to obtain Statistical method      to obtain net angle deflectionnet angle deflection
Small angle approximationSmall angle approximation by Moliereby Moliere
Generally validGenerally valid uptoupto 30 30 θθ
BackscattringBackscattring of low energy electronsof low energy electrons
Susceptible to large angle deflections from nucleiSusceptible to large angle deflections from nuclei
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particle. The scale and angle are 
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Backscattering of low energy electronsBackscattering of low energy electrons
Probability is so high,        multiply and turned Probability is so high,        multiply and turned 
around altogetheraround altogether
Backscattering         out of absorberBackscattering         out of absorber
Effect strong         low energy electronsEffect strong         low energy electrons
Depends on incident angleDepends on incident angle
HighHigh--ZZ material material NaINaI
NonNon--collimated collimated electronselectrons, , 
80 %80 % reflected backreflected back
Ratio backscattered         electrons incident Ratio backscattered         electrons incident 
electronselectrons

Backscattering of electrons due to large angle multiple scattering



The interaction of neutronsThe interaction of neutrons

No coulomb interaction with electron or nucleiNo coulomb interaction with electron or nuclei
Principal mean of interaction          strong force Principal mean of interaction          strong force 
with nucleiwith nuclei
These interactions are rare           short rangeThese interactions are rare           short range
Neutrons must come within Neutrons must come within 
Normal matter         mainly emptyNormal matter         mainly empty
Neutron         very penetrating particleNeutron         very penetrating particle

cm1310−≅



PrinipalPrinipal mechanism of energy lossmechanism of energy loss
Elastic scattering from nuclei           Elastic scattering from nuclei           MeVMeV rangerange
Inelastic scattering          nucleus is left in excited Inelastic scattering          nucleus is left in excited 
state         gamma emissionstate         gamma emission
Neutron must have           Neutron must have           1 1 MeVMeV for for 
inelastic collision to occurinelastic collision to occur
Radioactive neutron captureRadioactive neutron capture
Neutron capture crossNeutron capture cross--sectionsection
Valid          at low energiesValid          at low energies

υ
1≅



ResonanceResonance peaks superimposed upon          peaks superimposed upon          
1/1/νν dependencedependence
Other nuclear interactions (Other nuclear interactions (n,pn,p), (), (n,dn,d), ), 
(n,(n,αα),   ),   eVeV--keVkeV
FissionFission
High energy High energy hadronhadron showershower



conclusionsconclusions

RoleRole of detectors in HEPof detectors in HEP
tried to understand basic expression tried to understand basic expression 

of energy loss calculationof energy loss calculation
Energy dependence of Energy dependence of 
ChannelingChanneling
RangeRange
Energy loss of electrons and positronsEnergy loss of electrons and positrons
Multiple coulomb scatteringMultiple coulomb scattering
Interaction of neutronsInteraction of neutrons
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The interactions of photonsThe interactions of photons
Behavior of photons Behavior of photons (x(x--rays, rays, γγ--raysrays)) different from different from 
charged particlescharged particles
xx--rays and rays and γγ--raysrays are many times more penetrating are many times more penetrating 
Much smaller crossMuch smaller cross--section relative to electron inelastic section relative to electron inelastic 
collisionscollisions
P.E, C.S and P.P remove photons from beamP.E, C.S and P.P remove photons from beam
Beam of photons is not degradedBeam of photons is not degraded
Photoelectric effectPhotoelectric effect
Compton scattering (including Thomson and Rayleigh Compton scattering (including Thomson and Rayleigh 
scatteringscattering
Pair production)Pair production)



Photoelectric effectPhotoelectric effect
Absorption of photon by Absorption of photon by 
atomic electronatomic electron
Ejection of electron from Ejection of electron from 
atomatom
Energy of outgoing electronEnergy of outgoing electron

P.E always occur on bound P.E always occur on bound 
electronselectrons
Nucleus absorb recoil Nucleus absorb recoil 
momentummomentum
CrossCross--section increases as section increases as 
kk--shell energy is approachedshell energy is approached
LL--absorption, Mabsorption, M--absorptionabsorption

EBh .−=Ε υ

Photoelectric cross-section as a 
function of incident photon energy



Compton scatteringCompton scattering
Best understood process in photon Best understood process in photon 
interactioninteraction
Scattering of photons on free Scattering of photons on free 
electronselectrons
Compton scattered crossCompton scattered cross--sectionsection
Average fraction of total energy Average fraction of total energy 
contained in scattered photoncontained in scattered photon
Compton absorption crossCompton absorption cross--sectionsection
Average energy transferred to recoil Average energy transferred to recoil 
electronelectron

Thomson and Rayleigh scatteringThomson and Rayleigh scattering
Coherent scatteringCoherent scattering
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Pair productionPair production





Backup slidesBackup slides



Energy straggling: the energy loss Energy straggling: the energy loss 
distributiondistribution

Thick absorberThick absorber
Very thick absorberVery thick absorber
Thin absorberThin absorber
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